BHS
Debris Roll Screen®

The BHS Debris Roll Screen® is the industry’s flagship disc screen.
This proven, patented technology is the premiere sizing tool for
Single Stream, Municipal Solid Waste (MSW), Construction and
Demolition (C&D) waste, wood waste, compost, green waste, plastics,
glass, tires and various other materials.
The unique Tri-Discs™ are in-line from shaft-to-shaft, creating a
precise opening for highly-accurate material sizing. Their hardened
steel, triangular shape provides superior material agitation and true
sizing in a small footprint.
The compound disc design provides precise sizing far superior to
other disc or “star” screens. Patented gear timing paired with variable
speed drives allows for fine tuning for varying material conditions.
Excellent material agitation and separation
Patented in-line discs provide accurate sizing of material, reducing
product loss
Disc and shaft design reduces material wrap, increasing uptime
Heavy-duty discs ensure long disc life and reduced maintenance

What's next.

BHS Debris Roll Screen®
The Difference is the Discs
Our patented discs deliver superior sorting efficiency, material quality
and throughput rates versus other screens. The BHS Debris Roll Screen®
is unmatched in its ability to accurately sort a wide range of material
from a variety of applications. The BHS’ Tri Disc™ imparts a wavelike
action into the material stream, efficiently and precisely sizing material
and minimizing wrapping and jamming. Typical disc screens have
uneven openings, allowing for inexact sizing and material wrapping
and jamming.
BHS DRS Screen

Conventional Disc Screen

Precise openings

General Specifications
Screen width

Varies according to application

Inter-Face Openings

Varies according to application

Screen Angles

Varies according to application

Motors

SEW-EURODRIVE high efficiency gear motors

Reducers

Shaft mounted

Drive Guards

Drive system is enclosed in a solid guard with 		
lift off door for easy removal and replacement. 		
Grease fittings are plumbed to a common point 		
outside guard for easy bearing maintenance.

Bearings

Dodge SC Tapped Base

Sprockets

80Q17 hardened double-single timed sprockets
with split taper bushing.

Drives

RC 80 Chain-driven. Variable frequency drives 		
recommended for operating flexibility, included
with controls system.

Auto Lube

Automatic oiler system for the drive chain 		
including reservoir, solenoid, distribution
manifold, copper plumbing and adjustable 		
brush applicators; easy sprocket, chain and
bearing maintenance.
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